
COMMERCIAL & MUNICIPAL PROGRAMSCOMMERCIAL & MUNICIPAL PROGRAMS

We know that energy is one of your biggest costs, especially here in New
Hampshire. That’s why New Hampshire Electric Co-op has dedicated staff,
programs and financial incentives to help businesses, schools and municipalities
save energy and money!

NEED OUR HELP? BUILDING NEW? MAJOR RENOVATION?NEED OUR HELP? BUILDING NEW? MAJOR RENOVATION?

Chelsea Smith
Commercial Accounts
Administrator
603.536.8855;
smithc@nhec.com

Energy needs and rate analysis
Guidance on available NHEC
incentives
SmartHub Energy Management.

Joe Lajewski, C.E.M.
Energy Solutions Program
Administrator
603.536.8663;
lajewskij@nhec.com

 
Identify energy efficiency
opportunities and technologies
Guidance on NHEC program
incentives to defray costs
Assistance with incentive
applications

ON BILL FINANCING AT 0%

Did you know that NHEC offers 0% On-Bill

mailto:smithc@nhec.com
mailto:lajewskij@nhec.com


Financing for projects? If the upfront cost of a project
is preventing you from pursuing the project, on-bill
financing removes the hurdle.
 
There are many opportunities to increase the
efficiency, comfort and safety of your facility while
reducing BOTH the upfront expense and long-term energy costs---all with no out
of pocket expense!!

When it comes to improving your building, there are many opportunities to help
increase the efficiency, comfort, and safety of your facility while reducing the
upfront expense and long-term energy costs---and it all can be done with no out
of pocket expense!!

HEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONINGHEATING, VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING

Proper ventilation is essential for healthy indoor air quality. It creates the comfort
you want while reducing the spread of viruses and mold growth. NHEC offers
HVAC incentives that allow you to invest in the comfort and energy efficiency of
your facilities. Since HVAC equipment is only replaced every 15-30 years, it makes
sense to select the highest efficiency equipment available when you purchase a
new system!

BUILDING WEATHERIZATIONBUILDING WEATHERIZATION

A quality weatherization project can improve indoor air quality by reducing the
uncontrolled and unfiltered air entering the building. This also improves comfort
while reducing heating and cooling operating expenses. NHEC offers incentives of
up to 35% for qualifying projects. 

LIGHTING AND LIGHTING CONTROLSLIGHTING AND LIGHTING CONTROLS

LEDs can save 50% or more on your lighting costs and eliminate maintenance for
years. Adding controls can provide additional energy savings. NHEC provides up
to 50% incentives for pre-approved projects! 

HIGH EFFICIENCY CONDENSING UNITSHIGH EFFICIENCY CONDENSING UNITS

The condensing unit is the heart of your refrigeration system. But these units are
often old, inefficient and use expensive refrigerant that is not readily available.
Replacing your existing condensing unit will save you energy while providing you
peace of mind. No need to fill out paperwork or wait for a check. Instant
incentives are available through select distributors. 
Call us to inquire: 800.698.2007.

REFRIGERATION CONTROLSREFRIGERATION CONTROLS

In addition to HECU, there are many opportunities to improve the efficiency of
your reach in and walk in refrigeration and freezer units. Some of the
opportunities include the addition of outside air economizers that use outside air
instead of the refrigeration system when temperatures are cold enough, door

https://www.nhec.com/smartstart-project-financing/
https://www.nhec.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2021-nec-hvac-instructions-a-.pdf
https://www.nhec.com/weatherization-fossil-fuel-savings/
https://www.nhec.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2021-nec-lighting-instructions-.pdf
https://www.nhec.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2021-nec-lighting-instructions-.pdf


heater and evaporator fan controls, as well as automated controls which all can
improve the efficiency of the system. 

COMMERCIAL KITCHEN EQUIPMENTCOMMERCIAL KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

NHEC offers a wide range of Food Service equipment incentives at point of
purchase through a large number of distributors. No need to fill out paperwork or
wait for a check. Incentives vary by equipment type. 

CUSTOM PROJECTSCUSTOM PROJECTS

Do you have a project that is not listed above? Custom incentives are available for
approved and qualified projects not covered by prescriptive incentives. A detailed
engineering analysis that quantifies energy savings must be included in the
required vendor proposal. 

New Hampshire Electric Cooperative 800.698.2007New Hampshire Electric Cooperative 800.698.2007
www.nhec.comwww.nhec.com

https://www.nhec.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/2021-nec-custom-incentive-form-a-.pdf
http://www.nhec.com

